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A more creative nation, and a labor force with skills more in tune with
what employers demand, relies on institutions finding ways to foster
innovation and providing opportunities for students to experiment and,
frankly, fail.
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The California Community Colleges are answering the call for a more skilled, creative and
innovative workforce by growing a statewide system of physical spaces designed to foster
innovation in students and their education.
By building a network of campus makerspaces—community hubs with tools students can use
to create—they will help engage more students in science, technology, engineering and
mathematics and now increasingly arts (STEM/STEAM), and train a workforce for the future at
a scale never before embraced by higher education.
Our New Economy
The emerging global economy is increasingly reliant on innovation and creativity, with
knowledge-based jobs taking a growing share of the labor market.[1] Reflecting this shift,
California’s economy has surged to be the sixth largest in the world, with a boost many
economists attribute to high-tech booms and creative work throughout the state.[2]
Per a recent study, an estimated 47 percent of all U.S. occupations are potentially automatable
in the next several decades.[3] Advances in technology, global connectivity, and new media are
reshaping how we think about work, and compelling us to consider what skills are uniquely
human.[4] These will be the most valuable skills to develop for future jobs.
Necessary workplace skills are evolving and California needs to keep pace with workforce
training to stay competitive and to fill middle- and higher-skilled jobs that pay higher wages.[5]
Of the occupations studied above, some of the most resilient to automation were STEM-based,
requiring high degrees of creative skill, critical thinking and problem solving.[3] STEM training
goes beyond preparing workers for future jobs; STEM graduates earn more, boasting a 10-30
percent higher mean income than those with non-STEM degrees over the past 45 years.[6]
In today’s quickly changing technology environment, is having the technical chops enough?
New data shows that 40 percent of global employers report difficulty filling jobs—such as
skilled trades, engineers, technicians, and IT staff—due to a lack of talent.[7] This “skills gap”
has become a controversial idea in part because there are applicants who have math and
science literacy, yet jobs which require these skills are still going unfilled.[8] The continued
difficulty employers report in filling jobs suggests the skills gap is not simply a lack of basic
STEM skills in the workforce, but too few workers able to keep pace with constantly changing
technologies.[9]
As former U.S. Secretary of Education Richard Riley has said, “We are currently preparing
students for jobs that don’t yet exist, using technologies that haven’t been invented, in order to
solve problems we don’t even know are problems yet.” [11] California’s economy needs a
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workforce that is literate in the technical skills required to perform a job in a STEM field and is
adaptable, ready for lifelong learning, with creative problem-solving skills fit for the future.
The Maker Movement and STEM Education
The Maker Movement as it is known today began in 2005 with the founding of Make: magazine.
It was enthusiastically nurtured with the creation and growing attendance of maker fairs
around the globe, and sustained through continually shared documentation of what makers
make.[12] The real magic happens in community-based places—makerspaces—where makers
have access to space, support and equipment to create and collaborate. While many models of
makerspaces exist, they frequently feature a variety of equipment such as 3D printers, laser
cutters, basic electronics equipment, vinyl cutters, computer numerical control (CNC) routers
and millers. These tools, and the community support central to a makerspace, facilitate quick
prototyping of innovative new designs, cross-pollination of ideas, and peer-to-peer teaching of
valuable skills and techniques.
The makerspace has emerged as a place rich not only in exciting possibilities for innovation and
collaboration, but also in significant shifts in the formal learning environment. Through
making, students are allowed and not afraid to fail, experimenting with concepts as they create,
rather than listening for theories as they sit. Making offers complementary modes of learning to
the traditional classroom, helping participants develop skills that differ from those learned
while completing traditional coursework.
One key to makerspace impact and success is an environment that facilitates the practice of the
“4 Cs” of 21st-century skills: Creative thinking, Critical thinking, Collaboration and
Communication. These soft skills are in demand by employers and transcend any particular
industry. Students with these portable skills will find themselves resilient in the STEM
economy as technologies and technical knowledge evolve at an ever-faster rate.
The global momentum of the Maker movement is building, and the United States has embraced
it fully. In 2014, President Obama launched the Nation of Makers initiative, which called for
more access to new technologies for students, entrepreneurs and citizens.[13] Since then, the
President has issued a challenge to creative thinkers, innovators and entrepreneurs across the
country to develop novel platforms, ideas and approaches across disciplines to solve some of
our nation’s biggest problems.
Recognizing the transformative potential of the Maker Movement, the California Community
College system has joined renowned institutions of higher learning such as the University of
California, Stanford University and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology—which have
implemented their own makerspaces—in answering the call to join the Maker Movement.
California Community Colleges Will Educate and Train a New Workforce
The broad accessibility of making resonates with the California Community Colleges’ mission
of serving students with a wide range of ages, employment experience and backgrounds. The
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California Community College Chancellor’s Office worked with the California Council on
Science and Technology (CCST) to tackle the challenge of bringing together traditional
academic institutions with Maker culture. The result of this partnership was a report by CCST,
Promoting Engagement of the California Community Colleges with the Maker Movement, that serves
as a playbook for growing a statewide network of makerspaces intended to enhance students’
education and workforce training.[14] The report includes a timeline, key network
characteristics, goals and structure of the network, a range of makerspace models, and a
checklist for moving forward.
Beginning this year, California Community Colleges is investing $17 million to better connect
its institutions throughout the state into the Maker Movement, becoming the first higher
education system to bring this civic model to scale as part of its focus on a key initiative, Doing
What MATTERS for Jobs and the Economy. Of its 113 campuses, more than half participated in the
earliest stages of the initiative, and 35 California Community Colleges are advancing plans to
establish new or expand existing makerspaces to operate over the next 3 years.
The network of makerspaces is forming under the California Community Colleges maker
initiative, which is already providing guidance and professional development for developing
not only the spaces themselves, but also the tools to incorporate the makerspaces into STEM
curricula and into their local economies. Plans are underway to develop makerspace-related,
work-based learning opportunities that will not only provide important experience to students,
but also help connect campus makerspaces to local businesses. Representatives from the
emerging makerspace network have begun connecting with other academic institutions as well,
recently presenting California’s model to a global audience at the first International Symposium
on Academic Makerspaces at MIT in Boston, Massachusetts.[15]
Through its statewide network of makerspaces, California Community Colleges aims to further
connect community colleges to their regional economies, bring its diverse student body into
better position to fill the STEM careers of the expanding innovation economy, and offer
graduates with skills that will allow them to confront the issues of tomorrow.
––––
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